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Abstract

The nested relational model provides a better way to
represent complexobjects than the (flat) relationalmodel, by allowing relations to have relation-valued attributes. A recursive algebra for nested relations that allows tuples at all levels of nesting in a nested relation
to be accessed and modified without any special navigational operators and without having to flatten the
nested relation has been developed. In this algebra,
the operators of the nested relational algebra are extended with recursive definitions so that they can be
applied not only to relations but also to subrelations
of a relation. Tn this paper, we show that queries are
more efficient and succinct when expressed in the recursive algebra than in languages that require restructuring in order to access subrelations of relations. We also
show that most of the query optimization techniques
that have been developed for the relational algebra can
be easily extended for the recursive algebra and that
queries are more easily optimizable when expressed in
the recursive algebra than when they are expressed in
languages like the non-recursive algebra.

1, Introduction
The traditional relational model introduced by Codd [4]
in 1970 requires that relations be in first normal form
(lNF), i.e., all values in a relation must be atomic or
Although this model is sufficient
non-decomposable.
for representing objects that have simple domains, the
first normal form assumption makes it difficult to model
complex objects. Database applications in the areas of
office automation, textual data and engineering designs,
involve complex objects and the relational model is unsuitable for such applications. Normalization in the re-
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lational model causes a lot of fragmentation in the representation of objects. Information about objects and
their relationships is distributed over several different
flat tables. This in turn causes queries to be slow and
complicated since excessive joins have to be performed
among the various relations in the database.
The nested relational model, also sometimes called
NF’ (non-first normal form), is a generalization of the
traditional relational model without the first normal
form assumption. Attributes of a nested relation can
have non-atomic values. Their values can be relations
which can hence be viewed as subrelations of the nested
relation. The nested relational model allows users to
view the database in a way that is closer to their concept of the real world since complex objects can be
represented as a whole in a single nested relation instead of being distributed over several different flat relations. This model was first proposed by Makinouchi
[13] who suggested that the 1NF assumption be relaxed since it was too restrictive. Jaeschke and Schek
[ll] proposed a generalization of the relational model
by allowing relations to have non-atomic or set-valued
attributes.
Thomas and Fischer [25] generalized the
model of Jaeschke and Schek by allowing relations to
have relation-valued attributes, and since then a number ofresearchers [1,10,14,16,17,18,19,22,26,27] have extended the relational database theory to nested relations. Several groups [2,6,7,9,15,24] are attempting to
implement the nested relational model, either directly
or on top of an existing DBMS.
The tables in Figure 1 are an example of a database
for a stock-brokerage firm represented in the (flat) relational model. Figure 2 shows the same information
in a nested relational schema. In Figure 2, the relation
CLIENTS has the relation-valued attribute INVESTMENTS, which in turn has SHARES aa a relation-valued
attribute. The relation CLIENTS has only two levels of
nesting. In general, relations can be nested to any arbitrary but finite depth, i.e., relations can have relationvalued attributes, which can have relation-valued attributes and so on.
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Figure 1. An example of a flat relational
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database.

Algebra and calculus based query languages have been
proposed for the nested relational model by Roth, Korth
and Silberschatz 1201,Thomas and Fischer [25], Schek
and Scholl [22], and several others [8,10,12,14,16,18].
Some of them [10,14,20,25] are merely simple extensions
of the query languages that were developed for the relational model. The nested relational algebra of Thomas
and Fischer [25] is one such example where operators
like selection and projection have similar definitions for
both the relational and the nested relational model, i.e.,
they can only operate at the outermost level of a relation even if it is a nested relation with relations embedded at several different levels. If a query on a nested
relation involves attributes that are nested deep inside
the structure of the relation, the relation has to be jIa&
tened until the attributes of interest are at the outermost
level. After the necessary operations are performed on
the flattened relation, the result may have to be transformed back into the structure of the original nested
relation. Restructuring a nested relation to a relation
that has one more or one less level of nesting is done
in the nested relational algebra using nest and unnest
operators. So, although the nested relational model provides a better way of modeling complex objects, query
languages like the nested relational algebra of Thomas
and Fischer cause the structures representing these objects to be restructured while being queried upon; thus
defeating the main objective of letting the user operate
in an environment that models the real world as closely
as possible.

gebra is rather complicated.
Roth, Korth and Batory [18] have proposed an extension to SQL for nested relations which allows nested
application of queries so that relations do not have to be
restructured. The VERSO algebra, proposed by Abiteboul and Bidoit [l] is probably closest to the algebra
presented in this paper although not all of the operators in their algebra can access subrelations without
restructuring.
Also, their algebra is defined only on a
subclass of nested relations called Verso relations, which
are nested relations in Partitioned Normal Form [19].
In this paper, we present an algebra for nested relations in which the operators of the classical nested relational algebra [25] are extended so that they can be applied not only at the outermost level of a nested relation,
but also to subrelations at all levels in a nested relation.
This algebra, which is equivalent in expressive power
to the nested relational algebra, enables queries to be
expressed more naturally and succinctly with fewer restructuring operations. We then consider query optimization principles for this recursive algebra and show
that most of them are a natural extension of the optimization principles that have been developed for the
relational algebra. Although query optimization for the
relational model is an area in which extensive research
has been done, the same is not true for the nested relational model. Some results have been shown in the
context of efficiently processing relational select-projectjoin queries by equivalent queries in the NF’ model by
Scholl [23] and in the Verso model by Bidoit [3]. In the
relational algebra, query optimization is based primarily on the commutativity and associativity properties of
operators. Although most of these properties also hold
in the case of the operators of the nested relational algebra, queries are often difficult to optimize since most
expressions in this algebra involve the nest and unnest
operators which do not commute with each other and
with several other operators [25]. In the recursive algebra, nest and unnest are used only when restructuring
is really necessary, i.e., they are not needed for access
ing the interior levels in a nested relation and so most
queries can be formulated by expressions that do not
involve these two operators, allowing queries to be optimized more efficiently than in other query languages.

Deshpande and Larson [8] have proposed an algebra for nested relations in which queries can be formulated in a way such that relations do not have to be flattened in order to access and manipulate data at interior
levels of relations. This is done by means of an extended
selection and a subrelation constructor. The condition
for the selection can contain any algebraic expression
over the relation-valued attributes of the relation. The
subrelation constructor allows relations to be accessed
and modified at all levels by creating new subrelations
while traversing the different levels of a relation. Although this construct provides navigational ability, it is
not very convenient for users to have to introduce new
relations and names for these new relations within the
query.

2. The Nested

Schek and Scholl [22] introduced an algebra for
nested relations that enables subrelations at all levels of
a relation to be accessed without nesting and unnesting.
However, their algebra has several limitations.
Firstly,
only one operator, viz. ?r, is used as a navigator. For instance, if the user wants to unnest a subrelation nested
deep inside a relation, he would have to write the query
in terms of a series of projections and an unnest. Secondly, renaming is necessary in a number of situations,
which is an inconvenience for the user. Finally, the al-

Relational

Model

We first give a few definitions for the nested relational
model and then introduce the recursive algebra. In this
paper, we give definitions for only selection, projection
and join. A full set of definitions for all the operators
can be found in [5]. We will use the (non-recursive) algebra of Thomas and Fischer [25] as a basis for comparing the advantages of the recursive algebra over query
languages whose operators can be applied only at the
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outermost level of a nested relation. The definitions for
selection, projection and join in the non-recursive algebra are very similar to the corresponding definitions in
the relational algebra (except for minor extensions like
allowing set comparisons in the condition for selection
etc.) and are hence omitted here.
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H

Let A be the universal set of attribute names and
relation scheme names. A relation scheme of a nested
relation is of the form R(S) where R E A is the relation
scheme name and S is a list of the form (Al, AZ, .... A,,,)
where each Ai is either an atomic attribute or a relation
scheme of a subrelation. If Ai is a relation scheme of
the form a($),
then Rip the name of the scheme, is
called a relation-valued attribute of R.
For each atomic attribute Ai E A let Di be the
corresponding domain of values. An instance r of a
relation scheme R(S), where S = (Al, AZ, .... Am), is a
set of ordered m-tuples of the form (al, as, . .. . a,) such
that (i) if Ai is an atomic attribute, then oi E Di. (ii)
if Ai is a relation scheme, then si is an instance of Ai.
An instance of a relation scheme is also referred to as
a (nested) relation. If R(S) is a relation scheme, then
Attr(R) is the set of all (atomic and relation-valued)
attribute names in S. RAttr(R) is the set of all relationvalued attributes in S and FAttr(R) is the set of all
atomic attributes in S. Henceforth, when we refer to a
relation scheme, we will refer to it by its name alone,
e.g., R instead of R(S).

Figure 3. The relation 21.
A selection condition is a boolean expression involving comparisons between attributes and between
attributes and constants. Comparison operators also
include set comparison and set membership operators,
C, C, =, _>,I, E, and Q in addition to the usual comparison operators, <, 5, =, f, 2, and >. Let R be a relation
scheme. Then, L is a ‘select list’ of R if (i) L is empty
(ii) L is of the form (Rlel LI, Rac,La, .... Rnc,,L,,), (1 <
n 51 RAttr(R) I) w h ere each R; is a relation-valued attribute of R, ci is a condition on &, Li is a select list
ofRi,and&#Rj
ifi#jVRjcjLjEL.

Let r be an instance of R and let t E r (a tuple in
relation r). If A E Attr(R) then t[A] is the value oft in
the column corresponding to A. If B C Attr(R) then
t[B] = t[Al]t[Aa]...t[A,] where Ai E B (1 5 i 5 n).

Let r be a relation with relation scheme R. Let L be
a select list of R and let c be a condition on R. Then
u(rcL) is defined as follows.

In the example nested relation shown in Figure
3, R(A, B(C, D(E)), F(G, H)) is the scheme of the relation, Attr(R) = {A, B,F), FAttr(R) = {A}, and

(i)

RAttr(R) = {B, F}.

2.1 The Recursive

(ii)

Algebra

a(r,) = {t E r 1c(t) = true}
~(*c(RlelLl, Rs&, .-., L,L))
= (t 1(3, E r)A
(t[Attr(R) - {RI, R2, ... . Rn)]
= t,[Attr(R) - (RI, R2, . . . . %)I)
A (c(t,) = true)

The main motivation for the recursive algebra is to provide a query language which can extract and manipulate
data at all levels of a nested relation without having to
restructure the relation in order to access data that is
nested at various levels in the relation. The operators
in this algebra are all recursively defined so that each
operator can be applied to subrelations at all levels thus
eliminating the need for a special operator to serve as a
“navigator”.

AWI = u ((Whl),lL1) # 4)

Selection u

Figure 4(a) shows an example of a recursive selection,
u(q(Bczc,)), on the relation 21, shown in Figure 3.

The selection operator introduced here allows selection
conditions to be specified not only on the entire relation, but also on subrelations at all levels of nesting in
a relation.
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(i) L is empty. (ii) L is of the form (& Li) where fi is
a relation-valued attribute of R and Li is a join-path of
RiLet r and q be two relations with relation schemes R
and Q respectively and let L be a join-path of R. Then
w (rL, q) is defined as follows.
(i) MT, 4

el
e3
qet
!I(
6

a2

a3
i

A (t[Attr(R)

t,Wr(Q) - {RI,.-, %Il)~
where {RI, . . . . R,,} is the set of common attributes
of R and Q

A

The recursive definition of projection given here allows
projections to be performed on attributes at all levels
without restructuring.

(ii)

w(r(&Li),

=

E r)

A (t[Attr(R)

- {&}I = t,[Attr(R)

A (t[Ri] =

w (tr[RiILi, Q) # 4))

- {Ri}])

Figure 5 shows an example of a join between a subrelation of a relation and a relation.
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Let r be a relation with relation scheme R and let L
be a project list of R. Then +Lr) is defined as follows.
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Let R be a relation scheme. Then, L is a ‘project list’ of
R if (i) L is empty (ii) L is of the form (RlLl, .... &L,)
where each fi is an attribute of R, Li is a project list
of & (Li is empty if & is an atomic-attribute),
and
&#Rj
ifi#jVRjLjEL.

(i)

- {RI, .... R,,}] =

t,[Attr(R) - (RI, .... &}I)
A (t[Attr(Q)
- {RI, .. .. Rn)] =

Figure 4. Examples of recursive selection and
projection on 21.
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Figure 4(b) shows an example of a recursive projection,
+A, B(D)), on 21.

Joins, like all the other operators are defined recursively
so that a relation can be joined to another relation or
any subrelation of the relation.

L

1

Let R be a relation

scheme. L is a join-path

I

I

of R if
Figure 5. An example of a recursive join.
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Example 1
Consider the example database shown in Figure 2. Let
us suppose that we want the set of all the shares purchased on 02/10/83 and we want them listed by their
owner’s name and the company of the share. We would
formulate this query in the recursive algebra as follows:

The definitions for Cartesian product, nest, unnest,
union, difference, and intersection, which are also recursive, are described in [5], but omitted here for brevity.
Even though the recursive definitions for the operators
allow each operator to apply itself recursively to tuples
at all levels without restructuring, the restructuring operators nest and unnest are, however, necessary since
users may wish to view the data in a different format.

?r((NAME,INVESTMENTS)
(SHARES~ATE=~02,10,s3')))))

(u(CLIENTS(INVEST~~ENTS

2.2 A Comparison
of the Recursive
Non-Recursive
Algebras

and

As mentioned earlier all the operators of the non-recursive
algebra, i.e., the algebra of Thomas and Fischer, except
nest and unnest, have definitions that are very similar
to the definitions in the relational algebra. Nest and
unnest are restructuring operators which add another
level of nesting to a relation and flatten a relation by
one level respectively. Since all the non-recursive operators can access and modify only tuples at the outermost
level of a relation, the unnest operator is used to flatten
the relation so that these operators can be applied to
the flattened relation. The nest operator is then used to
bring the relation back into its original form. We give
the definitions for nest and unnest, as defined in the
non-recursive algebra, before considering some example
queries to see how they are expressed in the recursive
and the non-recursive algebras.

Figure 6 shows the result of this query. In the nonrecursive algebra, the same query would have to be expressed using nest and unnest as shown below.
WOMPANY,SHARES+INVESTMENTS
(WJRCHASE-PRICE,DATE,NO.-SHARES
(~NAME,coMPANY,P~RcHASE-P~cE,DATE,N~.
(~DATE='02/10/W(/&HARES
(~~NvEsTMENTs(CLIENTS

The two unnests transform the relation CLIENTS into
a flat relation. Then, after the selection and projection
have been performed on the flat relation, the nest operations, restructure the flat relation back into a nested
one.
NAME

The nest operator, also sometimes called ‘pack’ [14],
groups together tuples which agree on all the attributes
that are not in a given set of attributes, say B. It forms
a single tuple, for every such group, which has a new
attribute, say A, in place of B, whose value is the set
of all the B values of the tuples being grouped together.

INVESTMENTS

COMPANY

I

SHARES
PURCHASE
PRICE

DATE

NO.

John Smith

Jill Brody

= {t I(% E r)A

VB+A(f)

))))))

(t[Attr(R) - B] = u[Attr(R) - B])A

WI = WI I (8E $A
(s[Attr(R) - B] = u[Attr(R) - B])})}
where B s Attr(R)

and A is a new attribute

Figure 6. The result of the query in Example 1.

name

Examole 2
Let us suppose that we want the investments that clients
have in stock that is traded in London, listed by the
client’s name and address. This query, whose result is
shown in Figure 7, can be expressed in the non-recursive
algebra, using the recursive join which allows joins to be
performed between a subrelation and a relation as follows.

Unnest p
The unnest or ‘unpack’ operator does the inverse of the
nest operator by ‘ungrouping’ or flattening out the B
value of the tuples.
PB(r)

= {t

l(3uE r)A
(u[Attr(R) - {B}] = t[Attr(R) - {B}])A
(t[Attr(B)]

E u[B])}

w(CLIENTS(INVESTMENTS) ,?r((COMPANY)
(fl(sTocK-DATALONDONEEXCHANGES-TRADED))))

whereB E RAttr(R)
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The correct expression for the query in Example 1 is
then

INVESTMENTS

ADDRESS

NAME

SHARES
COMPANY
PURCHASE
PRICE
John
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*,

(VPURCHASE-PRIcE,DATE,NO.-SHARES
(1TNAME,COMPANY,PUFlCHASE-PFUCE,DATE,NO.,I&

Jill body

(uDATE=103/10/83’(~SHARES(~ndex
~3:oMH”i”st~

mj

@INVESTMENTS

Although the expressions in the non-recursive algebra,
for the above examples, work in this particular case, in
general relations have to be indexed first before unnesting and nesting. These expressions may not give us the
correct result if the relations in Figure 2 were not in
Partitioned Normal Form (a relation is in Partitioned
Normal Form (PNF) if (i) all or a subset of the atomic
attributes form a key for the relation and (ii) every subrelation of the relation is in PNF). In [26] Van Gucht
has shown that if r is a relation with relation scheme R
and A is a relation-valued attribute of R, then

Thus, queries in the non-recursive algebra are long
and complicated and cause data to be restructured while
performing operations like selection and projection. This
restructuring is necessary because the algebraic operators operate only at the outermost level of a relation.
Hence, although the first normal form assumption has
been relaxed to include relation-valued attributes, the
algebraic operators essentially treat all the components
of a tuple as non-decomposable or atomic units. The recursive algebra, on the other hand, has operators that
can apply themselves recursively to the subrelations of
nested relations. Queries are processed much more efficiently when expressed in the recursive algebra since
restructuring is not necessary for accessing the subrelations of a relation. They are also much more succinct
than the corresponding queries in the non-recursive algebra and allow users to remain within the framework
of the model for complex objects while querying the
database, by obviating the need for restructuring these
objects during the querying process.

(PA (r>> = 9.

dependency

Attr(R) - {A} + A
In [28], Van Gucht and Fischer define an Met operator, which is basically a way of tagging the tuples of
a relation to preserve the information about how tuples were grouped together before unnesting. A slightly
modified definition of the Index operator is given below.

Definition
Index(r) = {t 1(3, E r) A (t[Attr(R)]
WI = {We

= t,[Attr(R)])

))))))))))

In some cases, even indexing a relation before unnesting will not give back the original relation after nesting.
Unnesting on a relation-valued attribute that contains
empty sets as values causes those tuples to be lost. In
such cases expressions for queries that involve unnesting
become even more complicated since special consideration must be given to such tuples. Null values can be
used to overcome this problem and the interested reader
is refered to [21] for a discussion of null values in the
context of the NF’ model.

The same query would be expressed in the non-recursive
algebra as follows.

VAttr(A)+A

CLIENTS

where, 11 and Is are the index columns added by the
two Indez operations.

Figure 7. The result of the query in Example 2.

if and only if r satisfies the functional

(IndeX(

Theorem

A

The recursive and the non-recursive algebras are each
expressible in terms of each other and are hence equivalent to each other in terms of their expressive powers.

This operator can be expressed in terms of nest, selection and Cartesian product. In&z(r)
= VA’-rlCrA’=A(rx
r), where A is the set of attributes of R and A’ is the set
of new attributes in r x r. Tagging the tuples of a relation is required to save information about how tuples
were grouped together before an unnest was performed.

From the definitions of the recursive operators, it is
obvious that the non-recursive operators can be easily
expressed in terms of the recursive operators. Each recursive operator can be expressed in the non-recursive
algebra by applying a sequence of unnests until the attributes of interest are at the outermost level, applying
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result of merge( L1, Lz) would be very similar.

the operator, and then applying a sequence of nests.
As mentioned earlier, if a relation is not in PNF, it
must be indexed before every unnest. Also, unnesting
causes tuples that contain empty sets as values (for the
relation-valued attribute on which the unnest is performed) to be lost. These tuples must be accounted
for while expressing a recursive operator in the nonrecursive algebra (except in the case of selection). In
the case of difference tuples can be lost not only as a result of performing an unnest on an attribute containing
empty sets as values, but also when taking the difference
after unnesting. The proof for the equivalence theorem
can be found in [5].

3. Query

(ii) If L1 = (Rbll L,, , .... &,J%,) and La = (RbtLbl, ....
&Lb,,,)
are project lists of R, then

common - merge( L1, La)
= L1 if La is empty
= La if L1 is empty
= L otherwise,

where L is such that
R,,; common - merge(&, Lb,) E L if
Rbj = R,i for some Rai Lai E L1, RbiLbj E Ls

nothing else is in L

Optimization
(iii)

Optimizing an expression denoting a query involves determining an equivalent expression for that query which
can be processed in lesser time than the original expression. Finding common subexpressions, performing
selections and projections before joins, combining several selections into one selection, etc., are some of the
strategies for finding equivalent but more efficient expressions for queries in the relational algebra. Laws
about the commutativity
and the associativity of operators are used to rearrange the operators in order to find
equivalent expressions. Most of these laws which apply
to the operators of the relational algebra also apply to
the recursive operators for nested relations. The only
exceptions are the commutativity laws for joins and selections when these operations involve subrelations. We
list some of these properties for the recursive algebra.

If L1 is a join path of R and La is a project-list
join-path of R, then

or

join - lists(Ll , La) = LI if La is empty
= L3 if L1 is empty
= (& join - lists( Li, La)) if
L1 is of the form (Ri Li)
Alaebraic Equivalences:
Let cl and cz be two conditions on R and let L1 and La
be two select lists on R. Then,

1. 4(4-ct)M = 4+,~~~))
2. u((u(rc,

We first define merge, common-merge, and join-lists

Ll)),,L2)

=

Definitions:
where cp = ck A I$!, ch contains only attributes that
are not in L1 and L2 can be split up into two lists
L’, and L’,’ such that L’, contains only attributes
that are not in Lr and not in c$.

(i) Let r be a relation with relation scheme R and let
~5 = (Rate., L, , . . . . R,,,., L,) and L2 =
(Ram1 Lb,, ---, Rbmet., Lb,,,) be select lists of R.

merge(Ll, L2) = LI if La is empty
= La if L1 is empty
= L otherwise, where L is such that

3. If L1 and La are project lists on R, then

x(Ll(xL2(r)))

Raie,iL,i E L if \JRbjcbjLbj E L2, Rbj # R,i
Rbiebi

Lbi

Rai(caihcbj)

E L if VR,jc,jL.j

E

= ?r(common - merge(Ll,

L2)f)

4. If L1 is a project list on R, La a select list on ?r(Llr)
and c a condition on R, then

L1, R,j # Rbi

merge(L,, , Lbj) E L if Rbj = R,,

u((n(Llr))J2)

for SOmeRaitai Lai E LI, RbjebjLbj E L2
nothing else is in L

=

n(Ll(u(rJ2)))

provided that ?r(Llr) does not change the structure of the attributes in c and La.
5. If L1 is a project list on R, La a select list on R

If L1 and L2 were project lists instead of select-lists, the
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and c a condition on R, then

if L1 contains all the common attributes between r
and q and if ?r(Llr) does not change the structure
of these common attributes.

= u((r(Llr))&2)

7(Ll(u(rJ2)))

if c and L2 do not contain any attributes that are
not in L1 and provided that s(Llr) does not change
the structure of the attributes in c and L2.

As shown above, most of the commutative and associative laws for the recursive operators are a natural
extension of the laws for the operators of the relational
algebra. Even though these laws also apply to the operators of the non-recursive algebra for nested relations,
since the operators nest and unnest do not commute
with most operators, queries that contain these operators are not easily optimized. Consider the two expressions in the non-recursive algebra given below, where
rl, rp, and r3 are the relations shown in Figure 8.

6. If L2 and c are the same as above but L1 is a join
path of R, then
u((W

(rL1,

q))J2)

= w (u(rcL2)L1,

if c and L2 contain no attributes
L1 and q-

q)

in common with

7. Let r, q, and p be relations with schemes R, Q,
and P respectively.

(i)

VA~A’((~A’(VD~C(~A’,B,D,F(~C(fl

Cd ‘-a)))))

w r3)

6)

vD,C(~A,,B,~,F(~C((vA-Al(~Al(rl)

w ‘3))

w “a)))

rl

12

(4 w (r, d = w (q, 4
(b) w ((w (T qhd

C

= w 0.9w (q, p>>

Q

E

F

where L is a non-empty
fl

(d) If L1 is a join path of R, then
w (w (rL1, dL2,

p) =

d2

el

d2

e2

tu

w (rL1, w (qL’,,p)) if L2 is a join-path to an
attribute of q in w (rL1, q) where Lk is the
join-path in q to that attribute and that attribute is not involved in the join between r
and q.

m

m
d3

t

w (w (rL2, p)Ll, q) if Lp is a join-path to an
attribute in r and that attribute is not involved
in the join between r and q.

m
.m
m
d2

e2

f2

d2

e2

f3

d3

el

f4

el

8. If La is a join path of R and L1 is a project list of
w (r&t, q), then
r(-h(w

(rL2,

q))) = r(Ll(w

(+W2,4Gd)))

if L1 can be split up into Li and LL such that they
contain attributes of r and q in L1 respectively,
and they each also contain all common attributes
involved in the join.

Figure 8.

The relation rq in Figure 8 shows the result of these
equivalent expressions. If r3 is likely to have far lesser
matches with rl as compared to rg, then the second expression will be more efficient than the first. But since
join does not commute with nest, it is not possible to
derive the second expression from the first by applying commutative and associative laws on the operators.

9. If L1 is a project list of R and L2 is a join path of
~(Llrl), then
w (7@179La,

q) =

Ir(merge( L1, join - lists(L2, Attr(q)))(w

(~~52,q)))
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On the other hand, in the recursive algebra, this problem does not often arise since nest and unnest are not
used very often in queries, as they are not needed for
accessing subrelations but are used only when the data
is restructured. Now, let us consider the equivalent expressions in the recursive algebra for the ones in the
above example.

(i) w (x((A’, B, C(D), F)(w (rl, W(O
4
(ii) n((A’, B, C(D), F)(w (w (rl(A’), r3), 4))
The second expression can be easily derived from the
first by applying laws, 9 and 7d.
So, since queries in the non-recursive algebra are
typically long and complicated with a number of nests
and unnests, they are not easily optimized. The same
queries can be optimized more efficiently in the recursive algebra, since nest and unnest are used only when
restructuring is really necessary.
4. Conclusions
The nested relational model is more suitable for representing complex objects than the traditional relational
model. However, most query languages that have been
proposed for this model require either restructuring operators or special navigational operators for accessing
tuples that are nested at different levels in a nested relation. In this paper, we have described a recursive algebra for nested relations which allows queries to be expressed succinctly without any restructuring or special
navigational operators. The nested relational model,
is a recursive extension of the relational model; it is
hence only natural that query languages for this model
be extended similarly. We have also developed query
optimization principles for this algebra and shown that
most of them can be viewed as extensions of the optimization principles for the relational algebra. Finally,
we have pointed out the problems in optimizing queries
written in query languages which require restructuring
operations in order to access subrelations. In conclusion, we claim that the recursive algebra is better suited
for the nested relational model than other query languages that have been proposed for this model.
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